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Free Essay: Differences in Introversion and Extraversion Chanel Sharp McMurry University â€œWe desperately need
both introverts and extroverts within our.

Introversion is the orientation of the psychic energy inward while the extraversion is the tendency to direct the
personality outward. He characterized extroverts as being energized by being around other people and drained
by being alone and introverts as the opposite  Many people will exhibit extraverted behavior to different
degrees in particular situations. But at the same time, their brother or sister will be an introvert. Introverts do
not like leaving their comfort zone. A person with a lower level of extraversion may be described as an
introvert. Many introvert type people are social beyond their homes, they even can feel themselves confident
and at ease in the company of people, but the main point that they need time alone with their thoughts to
balance their energy. This particular concept lies at the heart of this essay and will be discussed in detail as
follows. The terms originated from psychologist Carl Jung's theory of personality. Researchers trust that
investigation concerning personality provides a road map to truly understanding the individual. Remember
that you are not alone in your college strugglesâ€”we are always there for you. The introvert advantage
making the most of your inner strengths. Introverted people are typically quiet, reserved, and timid whereas
extraverts are active, sociable, and outgoing  Moreover, when the problem is resolved, they want to share their
experience. Some even experience this difference before birth with one twin receiving more nutrients than the
other and therefore being born larger and stronger. Instead, they found in a series of experiments that people
were happier in situations which they were required to behave as extraverts. Extraverts gain pleasure from the
attention and stimulation of social interactions with friends, family, colleagues and even strangers. They may
not exactly be shy but being in crowds is uncomfortable. Beautifully one controls their emotions, because one
can choose for himself by his conscious will. None of the trademark holders are affiliated with this website.


